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Has been on the first pair of basketball shoes Nike Blazer full of goodwill, perhaps it's history is everything later factor, simple shoes,
like the year's hot enough Converse All Star in shape so that it has just launched soon by the time the NBA warm welcome, but also
by virtue of Nike Blazer began to lay the introduction of basketball shoes a brother of position players. When Today, when Nike
decided to raise Zoom Air insole Blazer, Blazer SB Dunk finally surpassed the qualifications to join the ranks of shoes, but since the
introduction of the public has reacted mediocre, absolutely no Nike Blazer had to enter the plate boundary The promise of so much
rhetoric. Perhaps it is because the relationship between the color of shoes makes Blazer SB has been unable to enter the hall level,
but expect the upcoming new Blazer SB may be able to let everyone shines. Shoes are made with all-white, with a rubber sole, toe
and decorative green tongue Department also extremely eye-catching, but the heel is even more the yellow mark for the finishing
touch, the current temporary Tag is what I do not know the meaning of the tongue , but I believe it is a pair more special Blazer SB
version.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Edison Chen, Xu Fengli held in Shanghai attended Adidas classic clover (adidas Originals)
ZX Series conference. The event, from lack of media appearances before Edison and activities as a brand ambassador and master
of ceremonies of �����, chat fashion attitude, and shared their experiences with the site visitors ride the tide.
The same day, the influx of people Xufeng Li wore loose-type character design, black and white prints coat, with a hat fisherman, tide
sense. As an independent brand Tide brand founder, and with a distinctive personal Fashion idea to get many young people to follow
Edison, by common love of street culture, two phase to talk very happy, and hope to have more private interaction. Interestingly the
two had met at work in 2011, similar to the trend of reading comprehension and attitude to the two hit it off.����� influx of people
said: "You can have the opportunity to do together after hope things like." (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most
professional shoe News Media Partners: Famous net global fashion brand shoes and apparel network like shoes)
< p > usually like to wear Jordan girls welfare the, the Jordan Brand specialized for the girls to create a future GS, a Jordan bleached
Turquoise "shoes, this pair of Jordan future GS shoe body with turquoise tone, at 3M reflective nylon cloth and Turquoise mix together
to create the aesthetic feeling of a kind of affection, in sorching summer girls to the Jordan future GS random matching a pair of
shorts absolutely perfect. Future GS Bleached "Turquoise Jordan" is about to be on sale, interested friends may wish to pay more
attention to! 
/>
United States classic shoe shoe brand PONY recently launched a joint partnership with the United States Atlanta fashion store Wish
launched a new shoe, and named Fortune Good". The shoes is a classic Slam Dunk Hi. The design of the Chinese elements, the
theme for China this year, the year of the horse, main material is using the red and black horse fur, white at the end of the match. The
shoe box is used wood to build Chinese style box, marking the Hellions, shoes of this very Chinese flavor is definitely you shouldn't
miss the one of single product. 
/>
Sports players Vanquish & timesPUMA Japan Anniversary joint family 2014-10-30 10:16:15 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn
[Source: FLIGHTCLUB Chinese site] Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network October 30 hearing, the Japanese fashion brand name Vanquish has continued under the banner of the 10th
anniversary, continues to expand with the trend of unit-linked ride, and before they once again usher in the Slipstream anniversary
with PUMA Japan jointly build Commemoration joint series. The fan of the series will contain a sport coat and pants, and two pair of
shoesone of the two suits were used to build the luxurious texture of velvet, while another is selected artificial wool produced. The
shoes shoes aspect overwhelmed selected Gaotong Slipstreams as the blueprint, the body combined with eye-catching sky blue
were set off, using the finest leather, but also to build on the tongue joined horsehair details may be modified, and finally with the
classic White midsole embellishment made. (Media Partner: shoe-like image progenitor cloud Winnipeg shoes) 
Related news
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] August 9, Nike Kobe last night in Shanghai China line, Bryant seemed very excited. As we all
know, Kobe Bryant of the Shanghai soft spot, in the interview, Bryant even without taboo, said:. "For eight consecutive years in China,
Shanghai is my second home" 
Bryant unexpected departure to Shanghai Shenhua home Hongkou Football Stadium. Shanghai, home to three Super League teams
in the National Fitness Day this year, all open to the public, such as football event of natural and ultimately the hearts of football has a
special feeling of Bryant, his childhood experience of making football in Italy has become one of his most beloved sport. 
When he arrived at the Hongkou Football Stadium, Shenhua soccer player Wang Lei and teenagers from all regions of Shanghai,
waiting for him. Bryant great interest to everyone about his childhood football experience, Wang Lei will be a Shenhua jersey gave
Kobe Bryant, and Kobe Bryant on behalf of Shanghai football teenager and laid down a fight agreement. (Chinese shoes Network -
the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News, Media Partner: Apparel IT ;)
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